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Three questions to help answer a complex problem

Gary Veerman
Head of LDI Solutions

Plan sponsors have many factors to consider when making
prudent pension risk management decisions. Equity results,
interest rate movements, glide path development, Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation premiums, contribution policy, companyspecific risk tolerance, actuarial assumption changes — the list
goes on.
Moreover, many of these variables are outside of a plan sponsor’s
control as they strive to achieve their ultimate objective: paying
benefit obligations to plan participants.

Chris Anast, CFA
Senior Retirement Strategist

To cut through the complexity, we outline three fundamental
pension risk management questions that all plan sponsors should
ask themselves — regardless of their company-specific situation.
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1 Is pension asymmetry a factor in my strategic
asset allocation decisions?
Plan sponsors evaluate many different types of risk, and one of these is
surplus risk — the variability of possible funding status outcomes over time. Its
simplicity makes it an intuitive and frequently used metric in pension assetliability analysis.
Here’s the problem: pension plan outcomes are, in fact, asymmetrical. Even
though upside and downside scenarios may be equally likely, their impact is
very different.
We propose that the “sweet spot” for most plan sponsors is between 100%
and 115% funded. Above this range, there are diminishing benefits to an
increased funding level. Below 100%, sponsors often take larger positions in
return-generating assets with greater risk with the goal of pushing funded
status higher.
At the top end of the sweet spot, say 115% funded, sponsors certainly have
a comfortable cushion to weather any “un-hedgeables” such as changes
to actuarial assumptions, bond downgrades and modest funded status
drawdowns. Arguably, any funded status gains above 115% funded result in
little or no additional benefit to sponsor or participant. We often refer to this
excess as a “trapped surplus” because funded status gains beyond a certain
point cannot typically be utilized to create value for the firm or plan participants.

Key takeaway
Plans at or approaching their
ultimate funded status objective
should consider more aggressive
de-risking. The focus should shift
to downside protection rather
than reaching for funded levels
that have little value.

On the flipside, when a plan’s funded status is below 100% there can be
significant negative implications. And it only gets worse as funded status
declines further. The potential pain for sponsors increases exponentially, with
limitations on lump sums, large expected cash contributions, and a portfolio
without the asset base to help close the funding gap. In these low-funded
scenarios, cash contributions will likely be the largest driver of plans increasing
their funding position.

The funded status journey: marginal gain, and the potential for significant pain.
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For illustrative purposes only.
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2 Am I hedging enough of my interest rate risk?
Interest rates continue to be a hot topic, with most of the focus on where they
could go. As many of us have experienced, including industry experts, accurately
predicting the future path of interest rates is often a humbling experience.
It is important, however, to take into account two strategic factors when making
interest rate hedging decisions. The first is to recognize that interest rate risk
is an uncompensated risk. The second factor to bear in mind is that hedging
decisions should be based on the forward rates rather than spot rates.
For a pension plan, equities and other return-generating assets are generally
utilized to capture an expected return premium in excess of liabilities, to help
improve the plan’s funded status and to cover the plan’s ongoing service costs
and expenses.
In contrast, the liability hedging portfolio is utilized to reduce volatility by
better matching the interest rate sensitivity of the liability, as well as grow
with the liability’s interest cost. Based on these basic tenets, equity risk is a
“compensated” risk, while interest rate risk is “uncompensated.”
Additionally, while current interest rate levels are observable and easy to
reference, it’s actually forward rates that matter when making hedging decisions.
Forward rates are derived by current spot rates and reflect the arbitrage-free
pricing of interest rates in future periods. Therefore, forwards will always be
higher than spot rates when the yield curve has an upward slope.

Key takeaway
Consider increasing the amount of
interest rate risk you are hedging
due to 1) interest rate risk being
uncompensated, and 2) forward
rates defining the break-even rate
for hedging decisions.

By definition, if forward rates are realized, all returns across the yield curve
are the same over the time period analyzed. Importantly, this applies to both
returns on hedging assets as well as liabilities. So, if forwards are realized,
hedging assets and liabilities will have the same return due to interest rate
movements, all else being equal.
For an under-hedged plan, it is only when future interest rates exceed the
forward curve that a plan will experience a benefit to funded status. In this
scenario, liabilities will fall by more than assets, creating a positive funded
status outcome for sponsors.

Looking forward to find the right curve.
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As of May 17, 2018. Source: Capital Group, Bloomberg.
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3 Am I using my overall risk budget in the most
efficient possible way?
For a pension plan, all risk isn’t created equal. Understanding the sources and
types of risk in your portfolio is the key to securing long-term plan objectives
with the least amount of uncertainty.
As mentioned above, equities and other return-generating assets are
utilized to outperform the liability, while the hedging portfolio is utilized to
reduce volatility and fluctuate with the liability. So in order to maximize the
effectiveness of the return-generating assets, plan sponsors should consider
the sources of risk in the portfolio.
Consider a simple example to demonstrate how a plan with a defined risk
budget can construct a portfolio in very different ways and with very different
pension risk management outcomes.
The equity and fixed income allocations in these portfolios differ, however
both result in a one-year surplus VaR (95%) of $29 million.

One risk budget, very different portfolios

Portfolio A

Portfolio B
Asset allocation

(Liability duration 13.5 years, 90% funded, $250MM liability)
Long
credit

Long
gov’/credit
30%

Aggregate
bonds
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Global
Interest rate 40% equities
hedge

75%
Global
Interest rate 50% equities
hedge
20+ Treasury
STRIPS

30%

25%

25%

Risk decomposition
(in millions of $)
29
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17
4
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 1-Year surplus VaR (95%)

33

9
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–18

Source: Capital Group.
For illustrative purposes only
“Risk decomposition” is expected loss over one-year period.
VaR is an estimate of how much the hypothetical portfolio might lose over one year with a 95%
confidence interval given normal market conditions.
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Key takeaway
Balance your risk budget
by utilizing efficient capital
strategies that will limit interest
rate risk and allow for potential
growth in assets.

We would expect portfolio B to have a higher expected rate of return due to
the 10% higher allocation to equities. While portfolio B has a smaller fixed
income portfolio, it is created in a more capital-efficient manner by utilizing a
combination of long credit and Treasury STRIPS. This results in a much higher
hedge ratio of 75% for portfolio B relative to portfolio A.
In summary, portfolio B has a higher allocation to equities, a higher expected
return, a higher interest rate hedge ratio and a risk budget balanced more
toward compensated risk than uncompensated risk.

Conclusion
By following the three takeaways above, plan sponsors can seek to build a
better asset allocation that can help improve their pension risk management
outcomes. Whether considering pension risk asymmetry, the level of interest
rate risk hedging, or getting compensated for risk, these insights can help
guide decision making toward an improved LDI strategy.
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